Finance 2020: Death by digital
The best thing that ever happened to your finance organization
The demise of the traditional finance organization is here. Rising in its place: a revamped digital finance organization we call Finance 2020, and a radical new mindset that's powering business value.

At the core of this new approach: the CFO, whose role is shifting from cost authority to business value architect. But to reap the benefits, CFOs will need action across three key areas:

First, your finance organization is exploding, and digital will reconfigure today’s process-focused model into the insight engine for the business.

Second, your complex legacy systems are gone, and cloud will take their place for reporting, planning, forecasting and analytics.

And third: your next hires will shock you, and include statisticians, data scientists, behavioral scientists, economists and even anthropologists.

Learn more about how to be a digital victor and not a digital victim with our full report:
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